
Needle Sharp offers modern and chic monthly sewing
subscription boxes for making your own clothes, as well as

high quality garment fabrics, gorgeous independent
patterns, and one of a kind sewing kits. We believe that

sewing should be a delightful experience, and we set out
every day to help you create projects that will bring you joy!



Each sewing subscription box contains: 

A paper pattern. Easy-to-follow and eminently reusable patterns

from popular independent designers. We choose designs that are

modern, wearable, and fun to sew!

Exquisite-quality fabric. We source superb fabrics and include

more than enough to sew the monthly garment in your size. You

select your favorite material from our options, confident it

compliments your pattern delightfully!

All the notions. Thread, interfacing, buttons, zippers. . . we include

everything you need and tend to forget to buy (except for the

sewing machine!) to complete your garment.

Access to online support from our sewing experts. Need help?

Just drop us a line. It’s our mission to make your sewing project a

success.

Plus delightful extras! We’re not revealing anything else except

that we know you’ll love each and every box!

 

How It Works



Our Subscriptions

Easy. Accessible. Fun.
Our monthly subscription boxes make sewing your own wardrobe a

delight. Whether you're a newer sewist who is overwhelmed by where to
begin, or an expert without the time or energy to plan your next project,
our subscription boxes are designed to make sewing your own clothes a

breeze. With three brand new boxes to choose from each month, plus our
Tried and True boxes with fan favorites, we take care of the details so you

can get to the good stuff—creating your very own handmade wardrobe!

Sew Essential Box: $75
Newer and intermittent sewists comfortable with the basics will find our most affordable
box the perfect place to begin creating a closet full of stylish clothing for your essential,
daily wardrobe. The fabrics, usually cottons, rayons, and the occasional synthetic, are
great quality, easy to sew, and won’t slip off the sewing table when you’re not looking.
Who could ask for more?

Sew Select Box: $105
This next-level box will boost your confidence and your handmade wardrobe. For those
who can insert a zipper without screaming and understitch like a pro, you’ll flex those
sewing muscles and end up with knock-out pieces that’ll have your friends asking where
you bought that cute new outfit. Plus, the patterns in this box are ALWAYS size inclusive
up to a 60" hip. 

Sew Indulgent Box: $135
Go ahead and treat yo’self to our most luxurious styles and decadent fabrics that look
beautiful and feel fabulous. In some cases, this box may also contain two cuts of fabric,
from gorgeous silk to tencel to lush linen. Bonus! With this box you’ll create a high-end,
bespoke wardrobe designed to last for years without the designer price tag.



Ten Quick Facts
 We've put together over 60 monthly themes since 2017. That

means almost 800 different garments have been sewn over

the past 5 years.

  Each box is hand cut and packed, with fun surprises each

month to delight the subscribers.

 We strive to be size inclusive, with (at least) one box each

month with a pattern to accommodate up to a 62" hip.

 We focus on high-quality fabrics, preferably in natural fibers

and with GOTS certification. If polyester is used, we seek out

recycled content.

 Each month is built around a central color theme, to reflect

the garment and the season, just like a fashion line.

 We only use independent pattern companies in order to

support small businesses. Patterns come from around the

world, from Australia, France, Sweden, New Zealand, the United

States, and more.

 Our customers are LOYAL. More than a dozen have been

subscribers all five years. Two have been with us since the

very first box!

 Needle Sharp has been featured in British Vogue, Mollie Makes,

Threads, and The Pattern Pages.

 Mary won Most Promising Business in 2019 from the University

of Buffalo's Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership.

 Lastly, a personal fact: Mary's mother was the inspiration for

the business and survived her battle with cancer long enough

to see it open. She passed away one week after launch.



CUSTOMER REVIEWS

Wonderful - as always!
"This box is so dreamy and thoughtfully planned out. I'm so grateful for Mary's vision

and her ability to put the effort into remembering all the little details. I'm an

intermediate sewist, but it's nice to just be able to pick up my box and GO! The Atelier

Brunette fabric from this month's box is probably one of the nicest fabrics I've ever

worked with!"

- Michelle in Ontario

Everything you need for success!
I've always wanted to try to sew swimwear, but it has always been intimidating

because there are a lot of steps in sewing and that's before you even cut out your

fabric. I don't have time to research all the notions I need, find the perfect fabric, and

look through the numerous swimsuit patterns.

The kit comes with everything you need. The fabric is very nice quality. Top of the line

needles and thread and an appropriate amount of elastic are included. There's no

need to purchase any additional items. I like that someone else does the hard work of

picking out the fabric and notions, so I only have to work on fitting, cutting, and

sewing.

- Laura in Georgia

Perfect for getting back into sewing!
"I've been wanting to start making my own clothes again, after a long hiatus. This kit

was the perfect thing for me to regain my confidence in my sewing machine and

server! The pattern is a perfect t shirt, I didn't make a muslin, just picked my size and

cut. The fabric is great, and the thread is a perfect color match. It was nice having the

right needle and the label and little treat were a nice surprise! Really happy with how

my t shirt turned out and already bought fabric to make several more!"

- Diane in Texas

The perfect box for serious sewist
"Needle Sharp provides a beautifully curated box for sewing a garment. I love that the

fabric is matched to the pattern. The thread and needle is matched to the fabric and

all extra notions are included in the box. I have made many garments from these

boxes and I am so proud of all of them. I have also discovered new fabrics and

patterns that I might not have found on my own."

- Nancy in Massachusetts



HOW WE STARTED

Have you ever been asked, “If you

had unlimited money, what would

you do with your life?” This simple

question is often used to help you

figure out how to turn your passion

into your dream job. Though Needle

Sharp’s founder, Mary, had never

said it out loud, for her, the answer

was usually “Open a craft store.”

In 2015, Mary learned to sew. A dress

on a blog caught her eye, and on a

whim, she decided to force her

mother, who had sewn for decades,

to help her make the outfit. First and

foremost, Mary wanted something

new and interesting to try. However,

there was a more meaningful reason

to learn to sew. In 2013, her mother

had been diagnosed with stage 4

cancer, and sewing was something

the two of them could share before

it was too late. Her mother could

pass down her sewing knowledge,

and Mary could have a pretty dress

to wear afterwards. It seemed like a

win-win.

So, over two days, they bought

supplies, cut fabric, and fought with

a sewing machine from the sixties.

Mary whined as she had to take out

stitches over and over, and her

mother assured her that a seam

ripper was one of the essential tools

of sewing. And in the end, Mary got a

really cool dress!

Thus a love of sewing began, and in

2017, Mary decided to take the leap

and open her version of a craft

store: Needle Sharp. Her goal was to

help her customers discover the

delight and joy of sewing, just as her

mother had shared with her. Plus you

get cool clothes to wear out of it.

Definitely a win-win!



ABOUT MARY

While she only came to sewing as an adult, in

many ways, her whole life has been leading to

creating Needle Sharp. As a child, she did

nearly every craft you could think of, though

always as a hobby. After college, she worked

as a freelance assistant editor in documentary

film for two years before working Barnes and

Noble where she worked for ten years, moving

up the ladder to become a manager at two of

their Manhattan stores.

After taking the leap in 2017 to open Needle

Sharp, she realized the company was a

culmination of her love of crafting in her

youth, her knowledge of computers and

design from my editing years, and her

invaluable experience in retail from Barnes

and Noble. Every day, she feels like she's

learning and improving as a sewer, and she

want to help people out there in the world the

way her mom helped her.

Our number one goal is to make it easier for you to sew beautiful clothing.

Whether you’re getting overwhelmed by starting a new hobby or struggling to

find time for your current one, we want to help you make clothing that you

both love to sew and love to wear. For our subscription boxes and sewing kits,

that means streamlining everything, taking the headache out of getting all the

supplies you need for a sewing project, and putting them in one place so you

can focus on the best part – the actual sewing. For our patterns and fabric we

search high and low for only the best drafted patterns and the highest quality

fabrics so when you put your own project together, you know you have

everything you need to aid in your sewing success.

OUR MISSION

https://needle-sharp.com/collections/current-boxes
https://needle-sharp.com/collections/all-our-sewing-kits
https://needle-sharp.com/collections/patterns
https://needle-sharp.com/collections/fabric-by-the-yard

